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I. Verbal Ability: 30% The following questions are incomplete sentences with four choices, marked 

A, B, C, and D. Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence. 

 

1. Make sure you start your final term project earlier. It            time. 

A. costs    B. pays    C. spends    D. takes 

2. With the popularity of Facebook, many people get to            the friendships with their long lost 

friends. 

A. review   B. rebate    C. renew   D. reset 

3. A nighttime curfew in Thailand            by the military following last week's coup has been 

relaxed. 

A. treated    B. resulted    C. imposed    D. indicated 

4. Although many people believe that clouds and stormy weather interfere with the strength of GPS 

signals, the effect is actually not            enough to affect the use of consumer GPS devices. 

A. impressive    B. accurate    C. skillful    D. significant 

5. Whether tanning out in the sun or at a tanning salon, both forms expose the body to UV rays, which can 

be harmful without proper           . 

A. expectation   B. precaution   C. examination  D. adjustment 

6. Many employers find it hard to            their orders clearly and effectively to less trained staff. 

A. represent    B. delegate    C. compromise    D. regulate 

7. Most reality shows often            participants and highlight personal drama, all for TV 

entertainment. 

A. humiliate    B. intimate    C. innovate    D. reconcile 

8. New tools such as geo-fencing, voice activation and            intelligence are built into mobile 

devices these days. 

A. original    B. natural    C. mechanical    D. artificial 

9. The pianist played Chopin in such an            way that he brought the audience to tears. 

A. excessive    B. expressive    C. explosive    D. extravagant 

10. When seasons change, many people            a cold. 

A. come down with    B. keep up with    C. catch up with    D. put up with 

11. The gamer wanted to live in the            world because his real life was much less interesting than 

his game life. 

A. vital    B. virtuous    C. vicious    D. virtual 

12. The patient’s health did not            to the treatment ; therefore, his doctor has to prescribe an 

alternative medication. 

A. reply    B. improve    C. activate    D. respond 

13. In the case of Bach, some people believe that genius is           . 

A. infected    B. inherited    C. heritage    D. inhabitant 
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14. When people gamble more money than they can afford to lose, they can be in a           . 

A. predicament    B. prediction    C. preservation    D. procrastination 

15. Education should be a universal right and not a           . 

A. prevailing    B. privilege    C. priority    D. premise 

 

 

II. Sentence Structure: 20%  

In each of the following sentences, choose one underlined word or phrase that is grammatically 

incorrect and correct it. 

    Example: Maria weren’t in the office, so I had to call her on her cell phone. 

         A        B   C    D 

Answer: A ; wasn’t 

 

1. Now that the problem has been identified, appropriate action will take right away.  

 A      B       C   D 

2. Unlike other Metro systems in the Asian cities, Taipei doesn’t have any security controls for passengers 

  A        B 

enter the paid area of stations. 

  C     D 

3. Hong Kong taken over by the China government in 1997 after hundred years of settlement. 

           A             B    C          D 

4. From 1890 to 1910, Dr. Sun Yat-sen made several trips to Europe and the United States, raised funds 

  A           B                              C 

and seeking support among overseas Chinese. 

       D 

5. If you knew how much time he spent at the library last week, you would have realized why his score on 

  A     B     C                           D 

the test is the highest in the class. 

6. Carbon monoxide it is a colorless gas which is found in automobile exhaust. 

                A               B      C                D 

7. Let’s get something to eat. We still have little time before the plane begins to board. 

     A          B                C                     D 

8. Despite being one of the most well-liked former president of the United States, John F. Kennedy was 

   A                        B             C 

also caught up in a flurry of scandal with a Hollywood superstar.  

      D 
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9. Considering the hassle of driving and looking for a place to parking, many people would rather take  

    A                                             B                          C 

 public transportation to get to work. 

                  D 

10. Only a few basketball players can shoot basket from the 3-point line as accurate as Kobe Bryant. 

 A                          B                    C         D 

 

III. Reading Comprehension: 20% 

 

Questions 1 to 5 are based on the following passage: 

    Everywhere we go and everywhere we look, consumers are inundated with advertisements that can have 

both a negative or positive effect. We are sometimes convinced to buy a product of poor quality and at a high 

price due to intentionally misleading advertisements. One example is automotive products that are 

supposedly able to improve gasoline mileage, in which advertisers have appealed to people’s desire for better 

fuel economy for their cars. Although some of these products work, most are a complete waste of money. A 

few years ago a brand of bread told consumers that there were fewer calories in every slice. It turned out that 

the bread was just regular bread and that the fewer calories were a result of it being sliced thinly. In fact, 

there was the same number of calories in every loaf.  

    On the positive side, advertisements with emotional appeals may respond to a consumer’s real concerns, 

such as fire insurance. It may be sold by appealing to fear of loss, which is the real reason for fire insurance. 

The security of knowing that one’s property is protected by insurance makes the purchase of fire insurance a 

worthwhile investment for most people. 

Each consumer must evaluate and weigh the benefits of the product before buying it. Although 

advertising is intended to appeal to consumers, it does not force them to buy the product. Consumers’ final 

buying decision is still in their hands. 

 

1. Advertising can persuade the consumer to buy worthless products by __________. 

(A) stressing their high quality 

(B) convincing him of their low price 

(C) maintaining a balance between quality and price 

(D) appealing to his buying motives 

2. The reason why the bread advertisement is misleading is that __________. 

(A) thin slices of bread could contain more calories 

(B) the loaf was cut into regular slices 

(C) the bread was not genuine bread 

(D) the total number of calories in the loaf remained the same 
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3. The passage tells us that __________. 

(A) sometimes advertisements really sell what the consumer needs 

(B) advertisements always force consumers to buy things they don't need 

(C) the buying motives of consumers are controlled by advertisements 

(D) people don’t like to buy fire insurance 

4. It can be inferred from the passage that a smart consumer should __________. 

(A) think carefully about the benefits described in the advertisements 

(B) guard against the deceiving nature of advertisements 

(C) be familiar with various advertising strategies 

(D) avoid buying products that have strong emotional appeal 

5. The passage is mainly about __________. 

(A) how to make a wise buying decision 

(B) ways to protect the interests of the consumer 

(C) the positive and negative aspects of advertising 

(D) the function of advertisements in promoting sales 

 

Questions 6 to 10 are based on the following passage: 

    Recently, there have been a number of studies showing the co-relation between appetite and our food 

consumption. Besides our basic biological need for food as energy, research shows that our eating 

environment, or our perception of the food in front of us, influences our food intake. 

    According to a new study by experimental psychologist, Jeffrey M. Brunstrom, short-term memory 

does play a role in our hunger levels. How much of what we remember in our last meal can affect the size of 

our appetite. “Hunger isn’t controlled solely by the physical characteristics of a recent meal. We have 

identified an independent role for memory for that meal,” Brunstrom says. In a study conducted in 2011, 

people drank the same 380 calorie glass of milkshake at two different instances; however, the label on the 

shakes said it contained 640 and 140 calories. Participants of the study said they felt more full when they 

thought they were drinking a higher calorie shake than the less. This finding further suggests that our 

perception of food can sometimes trick our body’s response to the food itself. 

Paying attention to every bite that goes into your mouth can also affect our food intake.  According to 

Brunstorm, many factors can affect what and how much you eat, so being a mindful eater is important for a 

healthier eating lifestyle.  

 

1. According to the passage, what is a factor affecting our appetite and food intake? 

(A) How we perceive the food we eat 

(B) How old we are 

(C) How many calories the milkshake contains 

(D) When we eat our meals 
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2. What would happen at meal time if you remember eating a lot in the previous meal? 

(A) You would probably skip the meal. 

(B) You would avoid eating the same food. 

(C) You would have a good appetite. 

(D) You would not feel so hungry. 

3. What do we learn from the 2011 study? 

(A) Food labels may mislead consumers in their purchase. 

(B) Food labels may affect our body's response to food. 

(C) Hunger levels depend on the age of people. 

(D) People tend to take in a lot more calories than necessary. 

4. What does Brunstrom suggest we do to control our appetite? 

(A) To trick ourselves into eating less 

(B) To choose food with fewer calories 

(C) To concentrate on food while eating 

(D) To eat at the regular meal time 

5. What is the main idea of the passage? 

(A) Eating distractions are bad for our health. 

(B) Psychological factors influence our hunger levels. 

(C) Our food intake is determined by our biological needs. 

(D) Good eating habits are beneficial to our health. 

 

IV. Writing Ability: 30%  Make one sentence for each of the following phrases. 

1. as a result of 

2. used to  

3. instead of 

4. had better 

5. in addition to 

6. regardless of 

7. (to) be likely to 

8. (to) take place 

9. (to) search for 

10. (to) lead to 

 

 

 

 

 


